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A corrigendum on

Auditory tests for characterizing hearing deficits in listeners with various

hearing abilities: The BEAR test battery

by Sanchez-Lopez, R., Nielsen, S. G., El-Haj-Ali, M., Bianchi, F., Fereczkowski, M., Cañete,

O. M., Wu, M., Neher, T., Dau, T., and Santurette, S. (2021). Front. Neurosci. 15:724007.

doi: 10.3389/fnins.2021.724007

In the published article, there was an error in Equation (1) as published. The right part

of the equation contained a sinusoid with f = fc (stimulus frequency), where the correct

formulation is with f = fr (frequency rate). The corrected Equation (1) appear below.

wt(fc, t) = sin

(

2π fct +
fcfe

fr
sin (2π frt)

)

, (1)

Additionally, the email address of the corresponding author RS-L has been updated from

rsalo@dtu.dk to raul.sanchezlopez@igdore.org.

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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